
Aaron and Rhoan solve a Crime

1. Adjective

2. Noun

3. Adjective

4. Noun

5. Noun
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8. Verb Base Form

9. Noun

10. Adjective

11. Adjective

12. Verb Present Ends In S

13. Interjection

14. Interjection
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Aaron and Rhoan solve a Crime

It was a dark, and Adjective Noun . It was Adjective through out the Noun .

That's when Noun were heard! The Adjective Noun Aaron and Rhoan were

Verb Base Form to the Noun . That's when they found a Adjective bound. It was in a mall

Adjective , and they had 5 Verb Present ends in S . They had The manager, The cashier, The Mayor,

and child. The body was found in a back room, so there were no cameras to monitor who did the crime.

Detective Aaron interviewed the Manager first, while Detective Rhoan interviewed the Cashier. While

interviewing the Manager, he says to Aaron "I was in the food court getting lunch at the Subway. Ask my

employee." After both of them finished up, They concluded that neither the Cashier or Manager could have

conducted the murder. Now it was time for the next subjects. Detective Rhoan handled the Mayor while Aaron

handled the Child. The Mayor was terrified of going to jail, so he started talking. "I was buying a gift for my

daughter. I swear I wouldn't kill someone with a 5 year old daughter and a Wife to worry about would I?" After

confirming this with the wife, the child had a very interesting story. "I was in the back room playing with a toy I

found. Then I heard a loud Interjection ! Another Interjection ! I quickly ran out of the room." They

noticed the child was the only one who had gloves on. The conducted finger prints on the gun and concluded that

the suspect had been wearing gloves! As they found this out the child ran out of the room running! They caught

him quickly, and he confessed. Another successful crime solved!
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